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Binocular Microscope (High end)
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Vesicolour (300 lit)

02

Refrigerator (470 lit)
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Specification for Iligh end Rescarch Binocular Microscope,
ptal system

Univeral Infinity Corrected ptical System

lummmat

Bult in trannited IDnnation with Ife of 20,(00 hour (o-ax1al
a r e & line locusing mecham with low drive handle

ausng

Stage heiglht imovenent (coare movement stroke. 15imm or better).

Torque ndjustment for coarsefocusing knob oarse & fine focus knoh
should be on hoth
the microscope bdy for easier

sides of

working.

Mieeope shunuld have n upper limnit stopper for high maynification
objectives to seewe olbjective hitting the slide This is essential

requisement.
Nosepiece
Stage

lnward facing

quadruple nosepicce.

Wire movement mechanical fixcd stage, (W D): 174mm
Traveling range (X * Y): 76mm

Observation Tube

89mm

30mm.

Sidentopf type binocular observation tube inclined at 30 with field no

20mm or more, Interpupillary distance 48-75 mm.The observation
tube should have an eyepoint height adjustment system to
accommodate user's hcight for comfort.

Eyepiece

Paired 10X eyepiece with diopter adjustment with ficld no. 20mm or
more.The eyepiece can be fixed in place to prevernt damage/loss when

Condenser

moved.
Abbe condenser (N.A. 1.25 or higher) with built-in aperture iris
diaphragm for brightficld and darkficld.

Objectives

Note

Certificate

Completely field flat Plan Achromatobjcctives
4XN.A. 0.10 &WD 27.8mm or better
10X N.A. 0.25 &WD 8.Omm or better
40XN.A. 0.65 &WD 0.6mm or better

100X Oil N.A.1.25&WD0.13mm or better
Microscope should essentially be supplied with eyepiece micrometer

and Field diaphragm for koehler illumination.
USFDA /
certificate in this regard should be supplied.

Microscope should essentially be

CEComplied. A suitable
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Specification for Vcsicolor.
Capacity (litres)

300.

Dimension (inch) Widt

22

Depth

24

High

66

Wheels

Yes

Lock

Yes

Refrigerant

R600a

Rated Load. Wattage

200

No.of Sheives

3

No.of Lids/Doors

1

Specification for Refrigerator.
Smart Inverter Compressor

5-Star Rating
Hygiene Fresh

Door Cooling
Convertible Plus
Smart Diagnosis

Double Door
Capacity: 470 Litres
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